A CHATBOT FOR ALL WOMEN AT RISK
From a survey conducted on ten domestic abuse centers, the result was a
reduction in telephone calls to information points up to 90%, a percentage
that varies according to the area. Therefore the risk reported and perceived
by the operators is very high.
According to the World Health Organization, the obligation to stay home has tripled the
cases of violence against women. The data - which refers to an Axios report - makes us
reflect on the negative consequences of the lockdown.The United Nations has also said
that staying at home and constantly sharing space with their attackers will not be the
safest option for many women and may create the circumstances in which their safety is
further compromised. In this situation, compulsory coexistence can become a danger for
women who are victims of gender-based violence. In order to counter this risk, SPX Lab,
as part of the Save the Woman project, created the NONPOSSOPARLARE application, a
free digital solution for women who want to receive information about the domestic
abuse services available, in a discreet way.

how it works
NONPOSSOPARLARE was born from the idea that technology, if properly designed, can
and should meet people's needs. The heart of the project is a CHATBOT that responds in
a natural manner to the most important questions and is always available. You can
access it at the most appropriate time for answers to the questions that concern you
most and receive immediate support.
You can connect directly to one of the Domestic Abuse Centres or Cooperatives using
the CHATBOT, as well as from this Save The Woman site.
www.nonpossoparlare.it

nonpossoparlare@savethewoman.org
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A CHATBOT works like a normal chat app. There is no real person to interact with the
woman asking for help, but an automated system, that has been trained by experts in
the social sector.
1. It is completely anonymous and leaves no trace.
2. It can respond effectively to an unlimited number of people simultaneously.
3. It provides users with 24/7 support.
4. It has an instant response time.
5. It pursues its objectives based on information it receives (it is built and updated based on
actual user experience).
6. It records important statistics on the number of people who use it and their behaviour.
7. It can be integrated into any website.
8. It is multilingual and multicultural.

a multilingual and multicultural chatbot and constant
scientific monitoring
Your support gives us the resources to implement and distribute the
NONPOSSOPARLARE chatbot as widely as possible.
In the ﬁrst phase, donations will be used for the development of the application,
integration into the host sites, management, scientiﬁc monitoring, distribution, and
promotion across the most appropriate communication channels.
The second phase involves making the tool available to all women at risk. It will be
translated into different languages, with the necessary intercultural mediation, to make
it accessible and easy for everyone to use. It is a fact that thousands of foreign women
in our cities live in isolation from the rest of society, which can be due to language and
cultural barriers.The project aims to overcome these obstacles to reach out to them too.

TEAM
NONPOSSOPARLARE is an application designed by SPX Lab, specialized in User
Experience and social solutions, developed with the support of Dotvocal, innovation
professionals and Third Sector Operators.
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nonpossoparlare@savethewoman.org
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WHY SUPPORT #NONPOSSOPARLARE
Health is our most valuable asset.
For this reason, domestic violence must be considered as a problem of the whole
community in which to invest human and economic funds. Giving correct primary
information, disseminating knowledge and raising awareness on the issue is a ﬁrst and
fundamental step to protect women's health and the well-being of people, to help prevent
consequences that can have a negative impact on our community on many levels.
The Company, the Organization, the Association that embraces the project demonstrates
awareness and empathy on a social issue of great importance and drama, as well as a
marked orientation to CSR* in promoting socio-cultural contents and partnerships with
other subjects who recognize themselves in this community welfare strategy.
*Corporate Social Responsibility
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HOW TO CONTRIBUTE
The Save The Woman Association is committed to providing women with awareness and
technological tools for prevention and support that they can access for free.
Organizations that want to support the project in aid of women will be able to do so with
all possible forms of support (providing their own patronage in the case of organizations,
promoting it, up to ﬁnancial support).To ﬁnancially support the Save the Woman
Association and help it grow and develop its projects, it is possible to make a donation:
Account holder: Save the Woman Association
IBAN: IT03Y0501801400000017030891
Reason: Donation for the Save the Woman project
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